Best tweakments from Revere for this summer season
With summer approaching and the weather warming up, our desire to look great naturally
intensifies. Luckily for us, attaining a beautiful yet natural look for the summer season is
possible in a short period of time and without the need for surgery as many people are now
opting for minimally invasive treatments or ‘tweakments’. These beauty procedures offer
naturally flattering results without downtime or discomfort to provide you with the look you’ve
always craved.
Revere Clinics have a spectrum of non-invasive beauty tweakments suitable for all skin
types and body complexions. If your summer months are packed with wedding invitations,
tickets to glamorous events and holiday plans, you will no doubt want to look your absolute
best. Looking good and feeling great is something many of us wish for and with a new range
of non-invasive treatments, you can target your problem areas and naturally enhance your
features.

Top 3 tweakments in 2016
HydraTite® Facial
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HydraTite® Facial is a trademark treatment at Revere Clinics, providing a definitive solution
for healthy, radiant and instantly lifted skin. HydraTite is a powerful combination of two
unrivalled treatments in one. The tweakment will begin with the revolutionary HydraFacial - an
A-list favourite treatment for celebrities such as Beyoncé, Paris Hilton and Kate Winslet. This
gently cleanses, exfoliates, hydrates and replenishes the skin leaving it smooth, clear and
glowing. A special treat when combined with radiofrequency skin tightening for the ultimate
immediate uplift. The result is a stunning ‘Cinderella’ effect – ideal for special events and
occasions.
Lip Enhancement
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Fuller lips equate beauty and youth. Lip enhancements are extremely popular as many of us
suffer from lips that lose their natural volume and shape as we age. Some patients may also
have naturally less defined lips than they desire, increasing the requirement for a lip
enhancement.
Revere offers a lip enhancing treatment to increase the natural volume of the lips as well as
softening lines around the mouth to define the lip area. Dermal fillers are safely used to create
subtle enhancements by improving the lips hydration system. The result is youthful volume,
symmetry and well defined lips that don’t appear puffy or overdone.
Skin Transformation
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Revere provides its clients with a selection of non-surgical solutions for skin rejuvenation, scar
removal, skin resurfacing, acne and pigmentation therapy as well as vascular treatments.
Minor tweaks to your skin can make a significant difference that enhances your physical
appearance.

Skin transformation can occur with Obagi treatments. Many clients prefer using topical
products to take care of their skin and Revere highly recommends using Obagi. These
formulations are prescription strength and require medical supervision due to their potent
nature. Using Obagi can help to alleviate dryness, open pores and sagging skin and many
clients are delighted with the results this remedy achieves.
Revere patients are offered a variety of non-surgical options to help them achieve a natural,
flawless result. You’ll feel confident having your photograph taken and you’ll be happier in your
everyday life. This summer promises to be the best ever as you can finally feel wonderful
about your appearance.

Revere’s founders Dr Sabika Karim and Dr Sach provide consultations and full range of
treatments at their clinics in Northwood and Harley Street.
To find out how we can transform your look, please visit www.revereclinics.com or contact
Revere Clinics today to arrange your complimentary consultation.
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